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THE Autoflower CUP 2022 entry requirements, rules + regulations 
Thank you for entertaining the idea of entering The Autoflower Cup 2022 brought to you once again by Camp 
Ruderalis. This year Camp Ruderalis will be hosting The Autoflower Cup 2022 in mid-November. Just think 
redwood forests and Ruderalis… 2022 will have us setup in The Emerald Triangle of Northern California among 
some of the most recognized legacy farms and farmers of our time. More and more states are becoming legal, 
and we are seeing a huge interest in autoflowers as Ruderalis education continues to advance and now have 
several new large-scale operations growing Autoflowers. The Autoflower Cup is a double-blind competition and 
open to all Ruderalis growers.  
For those of you that weren’t lucky enough to join us in 2019 or 2021, this year you can expect legacy farm tours, 
educational speakers, a smoke lounge, a bourbon bar, BBQ, music, a couple of workshops, a seed swap, a One 
Tree Planted charity auction, a Safe Access Market, and of course the iconic Northern California redwoods. The 
First Annual Autoflower Cup in 2019 took place at a clandestine campground in Central Oregon where 
@Firebudz101 took 1st place with Blackberry Kush Autoflower from @FastBudzGenetics and @FullDuplex_afn 
took 2nd place with Bobby’s Widow by @Gnome_Automatics. At the 2021 Autoflower Cup, 1st place went to 
@Florofarm with Special Reserve Cookies III by @BrothersMendelSelection, and 2nd place to @bullze.y.e with 
Grape Slurricane, and 3rd place went to @nancy67wallace of @castiofarm with Titanic Three Bears OG. The 1st 
place Extracts trophy went to @FullDuplex_afn with Coal Miners Daughter by @Gnome_Automatics and the 
edible category was won by @greenloveorganics_chef with Sour Stomper by @_mephistogenetics.  
 
This year’s physical cup and award ceremony will be in mid-November. All entries are due by Thursday, October 
27th, 2022, to allow the cannabis industry judges adequate time to properly evaluate your entry samples.  
 

 
If you want to enter the 2022 Autoflower cup growers’ community, there are a few rules… 
 
ONE: SUBMISSION DUE DATE 
All submissions are due no later than midnight Thursday, October 27th, 2022. There are no excuses, you have 
had months to plan. We realize this date may not fit some of your grow schedules and for this we are 
completely sorry. Again, all submissions are due no later than midnight Thursday, October 27th, 2022.   
 
TWO: SUBMISSION AMOUNT REQUIREMENTS + CATEGORIES  
Flower:  35 grams (packed in one large mason jar)  
Extract:  8 grams (packaged in 1 container)  
Edibles:  12 pieces (individually wrapped pieces)  
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THREE: SILENCE IS GOLDEN 
Autoflower Cup growers have long been members of a secret underground society, operating in the shadows of 
LED’s and maybe even old-school high-pressure sodium’s. Either in a closet, a tent, or a basement. This society is 
like Fight club… you do not talk about fight club or your grow… We’ve survived in the shadows this long because 
pretty much everyone we deal with has whole-heartedly adhered to this rule. Our policy on “telling” other people 
is extremely simple-PDT (please do not tell unless of course it’s peeps already growing Ruderalis). But we 
understand completely that there is only so much we can do and control. Disclaimer: So, if people do decide to 
spill the beans, we will be forced to get medieval on their ass and call a couple of hard, pipe hittin’ mothafuckahs 
who will go to work on em’ with a pair of pliers and a blow torch. (PS. That was stolen from Marcel Wallace on 
Pulp Fiction).  
 
FOUR: CATEGORICALLY SPEAKING  
AUTOFLOWER CATEGORY  
Open to autoflower genetics and growers only (lineage and genetics info is due with all entries). Indoor, 
outdoor, indica dominant, sativa dominant, home growers, closet cultivators, basement bandits, and/or 
licensed growers are all welcome.  
 
AUTOFLOWER EXTRACTS CATEGORY  
Open to any form of Autoflower extracts. Hash, BHO, CHO, PHO, bubble, solventless, squish, etc.  
 

AUTOFLOWER EDIBLES CATEGORY  
Open to any ingestible food products or tinctures made with Autoflower cultivars.  
 

“ANYTHING BUT” AUTOFLOWER  
Open to photo periods cultivars. Indoor, outdoor, indica, sativa, home growers, farmers, and licensed 
cultivators.  
 
FIVE: DON’T STAND ON CEREMONY  
The “Anything But” category is for those growers that grow photo period flowers. We did not want to leave 
anyone out. Although this category is not our focus, we wanted to give all growers a chance to show off their 
work. And like Grandma said, “Everyone is welcome at our table.” We will also be asking that you provide a full 
genetics and lineage report with every entry submitted. Explaining in detail the origin of the genetics used. Some 
of this information may be included in Instagram posts. So, if you do not want it in the public eye, do not include 
it.  
 
SIX: THE AUTOFLOWER COMMUNITY  
If you or one of your guests decide to inform the local bureaucrats about our whereabouts, existence or share 
info on any associate growmies, we will be forced to oust you like the Feds did that rat Sammy the Bull Gravano. 
This is a private, members only event, so keep this in mind when you are snapping photos like a rookie federal 
agent at a mob funeral. Some of those in the crowd and even your peers may choose to live in complete 
anonymity, that means no facial photos… and do not post them without permission if you do take them. And if 
you do post them, expect a call…CPS. We will have a professional photog in the crowd at the award ceremony.  
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SEVEN: BEING JUDGEMENTAL  
Your finest autoflowers, extracts, and edibles will be judged by none other than your peers, the who’s-who of the 
cannabis industry and will include executives from High Times Magazine, Grow Magazine, Dope Magazine, the 
founders of the Dope Cup, cannabis authors, professional athletes, iconic cannabis growers and legendary 
breeders. We have nothing to do with the results… it is a double-blind judging system.  
 
EIGHT: ENTRY FEES & REQUIREMENTS  
There will be a $200 entry fee per flower, extract, or edible sample (non-refundable). The entry fees will help 
cover the judges kit and processing fees. So, let’s be perfectly clear, 2 entries mean $400, 3 entries means $600, 
so on and so forth. Remember, your finest Autoflower products are due no later than midnight on Thursday, 
October 27th, 2022 (no fucking excuses). Mail all entries to 3611 M Street, Vancouver, WA 98663  
Limited in-person pickups will be available in Seattle, WA and Portland, OR upon request. 
 
NINE: RISK ASSESSMENT  
We realize greatly that choosing to ship a jar of your best flower is a huge risk. So, we will leave it up to you to 
decide what risk you are comfortable with. Personally, we believe wholeheartedly a win at the cup is well worth 
the potential risk. Remember a win at the cup will bring a huge amount of attention and economic benefits to 
your brand or genetics. We greatly appreciate you taking the risk. Makes me remember the old days and brings 
back memories of the first cannabis cups. Imagine the risk those growers took in the70’s, 80’s and 90’s.  
 
TEN: IRL  
You do not have to be present (in real life) at the cup and the awards ceremony. Although we would love to 
have you present for the festivities. If you do happen to win in absentia, we will inform you immediately. We 
will also gladly mail your trophy without any issues.  

 

ELEVEN: APPROVED MEANS OF FLEXING 
As much as we want to remain in the shadows, we are slowly becoming legal in state after state. With that said 
if you want to brag about your involvement in The 2022 Autoflower Cup please give us a follow 
@theautoflowercup2022 or @campruderalis and use and abuse the following hashtags: #campruderalis 
#uptacamp #TAC2022 #redwoodsandruderalis #theautoflowercup #theautflowercup2022 
#growingautosforthecup #awildcannabiscompetition #ruderalis #theofficialautoflowercup2022hashtag 

 

Current sponsors  
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The Autoflower CUP  
 2022 entry FORM 

  grower's personal info 

grower's name:   date:  

 your alias or social media handle is okay – the winner receives a lot of attention    

flower entry strain name:   

phone:    email:  

twitter:    instagram:  

facebook:    youtube:  

ENTRY CATEGORIES      

 autoflower (35 grams due)  autoflower edibles (12 individually wrapped pieces due) 

 autoflower extracts (8 grams due)  “anything but” autoflower (35 grams due) 

$200 entry fee per entry (enclosed) 
YES 

 
NO 

 Years Growing  

Have you ever been convicted of a 

cannabis crime? 
YES 

 
NO 

    

If yes, explain:  (just kidding! we don’t care…) 

grow report 

lineage report:  

     

grow environment     indoor   outdoor 

legal status   medical   recreational 

dominance     indica dominant   sativa dominant 

     

nutrients used:  lights used:  

    

growing medium:  genetics used:  

grow notes 

 

 

 

cultivar / strain lineage notes 

 

 

 
 


